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Hello, I am Keisha, one-third of Teddo Play, the other two-
thirds being my husband and our son. Together we have
created a multi-award-winning range of high-quality play-
based learning products for children 2-14 years old (some
are even being used by medical students, nurses, subject
heads - so age really is no bar!)

We have designed our products keeping longevity in mind
such that it is something that can be used alongside
children of not only different age groups, varying learning
needs and abilities but also something that parents, carers,
teachers, educators & families will be able to easily adapt
as children grow up and make use of for pretty much their
entire academic lives and beyond.

Welcome to Teddö Play!
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Children's brains develop at a rapid rate from 25% when they are born to a
whopping 80% by the time they turn 3 and 90%, that is nearly fully grown, by age 5! 
Play stimulates children's learning abilities by fostering creativity, which builds
critical thinking, sparks intellectual curiosity and facilitates learning by doing.

All Teddo Play Learning Sets & Innovative Portable Poster Boards are themed and
carefully thought-out with a strong focus on learning through play, making children
better and confident communicators whilst contributing significantly to their overall
intellectual growth & development as well as to their emotional well-being.

Each set of learning cards has a much deeper learning and conversational element
to them to help parents make the most of these early years in providing children
with the best possible experiences rich in play and learning and lay a robust
foundation for their future whilst also nurturing a lifelong love of knowledge in
them.

V
ersatile Educational Learning Products

"Play Is The Brain's Favourite Way Of Learning"



At Teddo Play, we are very passionate about all things learning and education in a
playful environment that gives children the time and space to absorb new information
all while having a great time, making them naturally want to learn and grow.

Children are often left feeling frustrated after long hours in front of screens with
rapidly changing visuals and lack of real conversation with real people. Often times
the conflicting, even misleading, information in cartoons and overly imaginative
movies & digital games, leave children so confused and irritable. 

We wanted to make an effort to solve this universal problem by creating a range of
fun & tactile resources that will encourage children and grown-ups to not only spend
quality-time with each other but also to equip our children with accurate information
and good vocabulary to help them better express themselves. Simple conversations
with children play a huge role in shaping their self-esteem and contributing
positively to their mental well-being as they grow up into fine individuals. 

Our Passion, Our Products
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Within our range, you'll find many varieties of highly versatile sturdy Visual
Learning Sets, Portable Educational Boards & other learning products that help
encourage conversations and make grasping and retaining of information easier in
children. They help promote knowledge & a deeper understanding of various
concepts & subjects to help boost children's IQ levels, build a robust visual memory
& instil a natural enthusiasm for learning in them.

UKCA CE Tested, we are entirely & proudly Made in the UK.

Our Passion, Our Products
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In our own small capacity, we support Room to
Read in their education and gender equality

programs whereby with every sale on our website,
we get local language books produced for Room to

Read libraries for children from low-income
communities across 20 nations.

Our Work & Contributions to our Society
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Given our passion for education and nurturing a lifelong
love of learning in children, there was no doubt that

Room to Read® was going to be our first choice of charity
to partner with.



In conversation with Mr Alex Hickman,
special adviser to PM No.10 

Our Work & Contributions to our Society
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I (Keisha) am an active member in a number of small business
groups. I am regularly invited for roundtable discussions

whereby I love to contribute with my knowledge and
experience to help produce briefing papers on key areas of

policy for small business owners, policy recommendations to
the government and so on.

Michelle Ovens CBE
Small Business Britain

Emma Jones CBE
Enterprise Nation

I am always championing for small
businesses. I do my best giving

fellow small businesses shout-outs
on socials, mentoring and sharing
knowledge as well as collaborating

and encouraging collaborations
within the small business
community in general. 



Our Work & Contributions to our Society
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With Theo Paphitis at the inaugural SBS State of the
Nation roundtable 

It was a real honour and pleasure to be one of the
only  6 businesses from across the UK that Theo

Paphitis invited to join him for a roundtable
discussion to feed into a piece of research that the
Theo Paphitis Retail Group are doing to produce a
comprehensive thought-provoking report out in

August 2023.

Learn more on my LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/keishashah

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAA41yikB1ok-Q6-rHbs4tawvnWN1fC6ffzA
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAA41yikB1ok-Q6-rHbs4tawvnWN1fC6ffzA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/theo-paphitis-retail-group-limited/
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Our Work & Contributions to our Society

With the Department for Business & Trade and the
Cabinet Office at the Old Admiralty Building.

It was a real honour and pleasure to be one of the  3
businesses from across the UK to be invited for a
roundtable discussion to feed into the DBT’s Call
for Evidence into the regulatory landscape in the

UK as part of the Smarter Regulation programme of
regulatory reform.

Learn more on my LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/keishashah
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Our Work & Contributions to our Society

At the inaugural full-day Bootcamp
organised by Digital Boost in

partnership with NatWest Group at the
NatWest Conference Centre in the heart

of London. 

I was delighted to be invited by Digital
Boost MD Karen Licurse and her team to
be a part of it all! Including starting the
day full of activities with me ending up
on the stage being interviewed by the

lovely Lisa Ardley-Price, Global Co-Chair
of the NatWest Gender Network.

Learn more on my LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/keishashah

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAAVGCxABu6G7Selp9b0W9-twMLt26VSDlnI
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Our Work & Contributions to our Society

Recognised with the Rising Star award
by Small Business Britain 

The iconic Small Business
Saturday campaign has just
entered its second decade

and in its 11th year this year
2023, it has chosen Teddo

Play as one of the UK’s most
impressive independent

firms. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/teddo-play/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/teddo-play/
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Our Work & Contributions to our Society
I am an Institute of Leadership and Management (ILM) Level 3 trained business mentor with the Association of

Business Mentors. I find it very rewarding to give back to the small business community by voluntarily offering my
time to mentor SMEs who are part of the government’s Help to Grow Management programme. I am also a business
mentor with Small Business Britain's Small & Mighty Programme, Digital Boost, Enterprise Nation and a number of

other local & national initiatives.



Business Woman of the Year Children's
Education & Play Category (UK): Keisha Shah

2021
Most Innovative Children's Product 
Brand Director (UK): Keisha Shah

2022

Awards, Recognition, Press & Media
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Teddö Play

Best in Children's
Development Products Best in Children's

Development Products - UK
Educational Toy

Specialists of the Year 

Top 100 most
impressive independent

firms in the UK



Awards, Recognition, Press & Media
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Our small but mighty business has received a number of mentions in national press,
heard from the UK Prime Minister’s office, been live on TV on BBC News, recognised

with industry awards, also by Theo Paphitis as one of his small business winners,
making my passion project a multi award-winning business in just under 3 years. 

All our Learning Resources are highly engaging & interactive that naturally encourage
free conversations and enriching of vocabulary & knowledge in kids, making them a

loved resource across children (and adults!) of all ages.

As seen on: 
BBC News, Management Today, Daily Mail, City A.M., The London Economic, Metro News, The Guardian, Business MK, Fresh

Business Thinking.

Recognised as: 
the 'Best In Children's Development Products' by the England Prestige Awards, 

the 'Most Innovative Children's Product Brand Director (UK)' by the Influential BusinessWoman Awards 2021'
Business Woman of the Year 2022 (Children's Education & Play Category)' by the Influential BusinessWoman Awards 2022

the 'Best in Children's Development Products - UK' by the Global Excellence Awards 2022
Former Dragon from Dragon's Den and Entrepreneur, Theo Paphitis as one of his Small Business Winners

Educational Toy Specialists of the Year 2023-2024 across London & South East England by the England Prestige Awards
Top 100 most impressive independent firms in the UK - SmallBiz100



Our Product Line
Versatile Educational Learning
Sets - Big & Small Packs
Innovative Portable Educational
Poster Boards
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Animals & their Young
(Vocabulary Builder - Literacy Edition)

Products At A Glance... Learning Sets

Where Our Food Grows?
(Lesser-known Facts Edition)

Beautiful Birds & Insects from
around the World (Lesser-

known Facts Edition) 14



Popular Countries of the World

Products At A Glance... Learning Sets

Dinos - From Flesh to Bones
(Collector's Edition)

Maths - Possibilities Aplenty!
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All countries of the world from all continents – Europe, Asia, Africa, N. America, S. America, Australia & Oceania. 
A mega set to aid children in extending their locational knowledge and deepening their spatial awareness of the

world's countries focusing on the maps and borders/shapes of the countries of the world, including key information
on continents, capital cities, languages, currencies and more!

Products At A Glance... Learning Sets
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More Than Just Shapes
2D & 3D Shapes with Facts &

Properties

Products At A Glance... Learning Sets

What's the Word for that Sound?
(Vocabulary Builder - Literacy Edition)

Names of Groups - Collective Nouns
(Vocabulary Builder - Literacy Edition)
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Products At A Glance... Learning Sets

Space In a Box
(Lesser-known Facts Edition)

Tickle My Brain 
(Logic & Brain Workout)

Our Bodies - Inside & Out
(Complete Human Anatomy &

Skeletal System)
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Products At A Glance... Learning Sets

Birds of Prey, Farm Animals,
Insects & Wild Animals 

(Spelling Edition)

Small Educational Gifts /
Christmas Stocking Fillers

Christmas 
Stocking Fillers 
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Products At A Glance... Portable Boards

Water Cycle & Carbon Cycle 
Geography Portable Educational Poster Boards
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Products At A Glance... Portable Boards

RAAAAR!!

Dinosaurs

4-in-1 Life Cycles 
Amphibian, Insect, Mammal, Bird

Robust professional artboards that can be carried
out & about by children, placed on their bedside
tables, play tables, can even go on the walls with

double-sided tapes. However, the idea is to not put
them on walls but rather use it as a tactile learning

resource at home or when on the go instead of
firing up devices! Waterproof for outdoor play.
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Human Anatomy & Human Skeletal System
Portable Educational Poster Boards 

Products At A Glance... Portable Boards
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Products At A Glance... Small Packs

MINIs are our new and compact range of themed learning sets making them a very
thoughtful gift for children young and old. Covering a variety of learning themes that are in

line with school curriculums but also go beyond by sparking intellectual curiosity in
children through our playful methods of learning through play & conversations.
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Birds of Prey, Farm Animals,
Insects & Wild Animals 

(Spelling Edition)
Pack of 20
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More Than Just Shapes
2D & 3D Shapes with Facts & Properties 

Pack of 20
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Where Our Food Grows?
(Lesser-known Facts Edition)

Pack of 20
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What's the Word for that Sound
(Vocabulary Builder - Literacy Edition)

Pack of 20
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Animals & their Young
(Vocabulary Builder - Literacy Edition)

Pack of 20



Names of Groups - Collective Nouns
(Vocabulary Builder - Literacy Edition)

Pack of 20
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Beautiful Birds & Insects from
around the World 

(Lesser-known Facts Edition)
Pack of 20
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 Middle East and GCC
Countries Learning Set
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Hours of Screen-free Fun for Children of All Ages
Travels, journeys, car rides, flights, restaurants, gardens or indoors - keeps children entertained with tangible

learning whilst replacing screen-time with tactile engaging resources that work wonders on their confidence &
self-esteem whilst contributing positively to their intellectual and emotional development.
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Coming Soon....
A number of new Learning Themes around Sea life, Nature & Environment,

History, Financial Literacy & more in the pipeline as well as a complementary
range of products and resources which will add to the range



...and what our customers get with every
purchase

Why our
products
are awesome

High quality, made to the highest standards
right here in the UK 

Robust, durable, long-lasting - children will be
able to use them for a number of years 

Every sale helps us support Room to Read, the
international children's education charity, in their
gender equality and education programs around
the world 
Encourages parental involvement and
conversations to support children with their
mental health, happiness & emotional well-being 

Packed with a lot of educational value such that even
after the academic years, it will live on bookshelves in
people's homes as a valuable reference resource 

Multi-award-winning, trusted and recommended by
parents, teachers, home educators education
professionals, families at large, consistent 5-star
reviews 35



Proactive support to all our B2B clients with
display of products for maximum impact on
potential customers, help with photos, videos and
other elements to help them drive sales, active
involvement in their groups and forums to build
trust and credibility with their customers, always
on hand to support with joint promotions and
collaborations 

UKCA / CE Tested

A number of Freebies included with every purchase
to provide maximum value to our customers 

Small family-run business, direct contact,
known for our values & customer service 

...and what our customers get with every
purchase

Why our
products
are awesome
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Every learning pack is supplied with a set of
adhesive magnets to sell as an add-on and every
portable board is supplied with a wooden tripod
stand to sell as an add-on. These are supplied for
free to all our B2B customers. 
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What our customers say...
Loved by     Teachers, Headteachers,

Subject Heads, Educational
Consultants, Speech & Language

Therapists, Play Specialists, Parents &
Families
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What our customers say...
Over 150 5-star reviews consistently right from day 1

References:

Trust Pilot: https://uk.trustpilot.com/review/teddo-
play.com
Google: Please type in 'Teddo Play' on Google to view
them
Reviews left directly on the Website:
 https://www.teddo-play.com



Find us online

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/TeddoPlay

X

https://www.twitter.com/TeddoPlay

Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/teddo.play

Online Store

https://www.teddoplay.com

Email

connect@teddo-play.com

LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/keishashah
https://www.linkedin.com/company/teddo-play
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Get in touch

connect@teddo-play.com

Website

https://www.teddoplay.com

Phone number

Keisha Shah: +44 (0) 775 6510 333

Contact details
Please don't hesitate to get in touch for any queries or any

further information you might require.
Thank you so much :) 


